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* present undulations-interfering with the proper This invention relates to a method of making 

footballs and ,other hollow in?atable athletic play 
balls. ‘ ' 

innermost layer isadapted to receive and retain 
the air of in?ation. An outermost layer is 

The walls of'athletic play balls of this type are. 
. usually built up of a number of layers, each layer 

7 ‘being adapted to ful?ll a distinctive purpose. An 

adapted to resist wear and abrasion caused by ' 
contact of the ball with external objects, and an. 
intermediate layer or layerspare adapted to pro 
vide additional material to resist puncture and 
to strengthen the ball against enlargement in 
diameter under the pressure of inflation. " All of 
the several layers by their composition and in 
their relationship toeach other are adapted to 
give the ball the requisite play qualities as to re 
siliency and inother respects. >' _ 

‘A layer of wound stranded material, such as 
?brous thread or cord, has been found to be ef 
fective 'to serve as an intermediate reinforcing 
.layer between the air retaining innermost layer 
and the outermost protective covering layer. 

. Sometimes this stranded material is wound upon 
the ball in great circles, or near great circles, 
the crossing points of the circles being scattered 
and rather generally distributed over the surface 

' of the balL, In other cases the stranded'mate 
rial is spirally wound about an axis of the ball 
as a center, the ‘winding beginning at or adja 
cent one \pole of this axis and terminating at the 
other pole’ thereof. In the manufacture of foot 

- balls, a spiral winding of this character is about 
the long axis of the football, it being obviously 

‘ impractical to wind stranded material in ellipti 
cal convolutions lengthwise of the ball. > 
In winding the stranded material upon the 

ball, it should be laid on the surface of thefball 
at a constant tension. This tension depends 
upon the character of the stranded material and 
the degree of rigidity which it is desired to im 
part to 'the completed article, but whatever the 
degree of this tension obviously it should be uni 
form throughout the winding operation so that 
the wall of the ball may have uniformity of qual 
ity throughout its entire extent. . \ 

Accordingly, the winding mechanism is de 
signed to feed the stranded material at a uniform . 
tension to the ball. But unless the wall of the 
ball to which the stranded material is being fed 
is substantially rigid, it will be temporarily de 
pressed and furrowed by the stranded material 
at the point of winding contact with the result 

10 

performance of the ball when placed in use. 
It has been the practice to attain the ‘desired 

rigidity of the wall of the ball upon which the 
stranded material is wound, by building the ball 
upon a form of solid material; This form is later 
removed through an opening in the ball which 
must be left in the layer or envelope ofwvound,~ 
stranded material as well as in any layers of the 
ball beneath the-winding.‘ Either ‘provision is 
madefor lacing this opening, or the opening is 
permanently closed at later stages ofmanufac 

' ture of the ball. The method of employing a 

15 
rigid form to ensure even winding of the stranded 
material upon the ball obviously presents several _ 

‘ difilculties, and the resultant product has disad 
vantages no matter which methodof closing the 

_ opening for the form is used. 
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that the wound ball will be misshapen and will as 

It is one object of this invention'to provide‘ 
rigidity in the foundation wall upon which 
stranded material is‘to be wound,.in summer 
which shall obviate the di?lculties and disad 
vantages attendant upon the use of a solid _re-' 
movable form. . 

It is another object to afford arapid inex-_. 
pensive and simple method of winding at even 4 
tension a stranded material upon a ball core or 
foundation. 

It is another object to provide a method of ' 
manufacturinga ball which will produce a ball 
which will not lose its original shape or size, " 
which will .be durable, and which will have the ' 
requisite play characteristics. . . 

The invention is herein described in connec 
.tion with the manufacture of a football. In _ 
some respects the invention is, applicable to the 
manufacture of hollow, in?atable athletic foot 
balls of other than the'ellipsoidal'shape of th' 
standard football. ' " 1 

In the drawingi 
Fig. l is a vertical, sectional view of a 

disposed within a curing mold. ~ 
Fig. 2 is ‘an elevational view illustratingésthe . . 

manner in which a reinforcing wall is applied to 
the bladder. ' 

vll'lg. 3 is a vertical section taken along the line I 
3-3 of Fig. 2. ' _ v , 

Flg. 4 is an elevational view illustrating the 
manner in which stranded. material is next 
wound upon the ball. - _ . 

Fig. 5 shows the completed ball with 
resisting cover applied thereto. _ I 

The ?rst step in the manufacture of the foot 
ball is the making' of the air-retaining innermost 

a wear 

layer of the ball, commonly called the “bladder.” , 

bladder. >7 1' 



bladder ll through the valve 

.' which may be rubberized, are then, 

2 . 

This may be made in any suitable manner, but 
preferably pieces of relatively thin sheeted rub 
ber or other- rubber-like material are secured 
together along their marginal edges in the shape 
of a football to form an air-retaining bladder l I. 
An in?ation valve 12 of a suitable character is 
securedin place in the bladder ll. preferably at 
a place midway of the ends it and ll of the 
bladder; The bladder is then placed in a mold 
l5 provided with air-conveying means l6, by 
which air may be forced into the interior of the 

[2. The bladder is 
then in?ated and while under inflation is sub 
jected to a heat cure, which hardens the rubber 
material of- the bladder and gives it the de?nite 
form of- a standard football. ‘ I 
, Air pressure in the bladder is removed; the 
bladder is taken from the mold and rein?ated to 
a size somewhat less than that desired for the 
completed football. Pieces ll of woven fabric, 

adhesively ap 
plied to ‘the in?ated bladder preferably with 
lapped marginal joints. These pieces may be 
of ‘any number and con?guration, but it has been 
found satisfactory to cover the entire surface 
of the bladder with at least. four similarly shaped 
and equally dimensioned pieces I‘Leach extend 
ing from the end "to the end I‘ of the football. 
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In applying the pieces II to the bladder, the ~ 
bladder may be. initially dipped in latex or simi 
lar material, or rubber cement may be applied 
to the under surface of the pieces "before ap 
plication to the bladder. 
The fabric covered bladder is next placed in a 

mold of slightly larger dimensions than the mold 
IE, but otherwise similar thereto. In this mold 
the ball is in?ated by air at a relatively high 
pressure, for example 90 to 100 pounds, which 
forces the wall of the ball into intimate contact 
with the inner surface of the mold, stretching 
the fabric material of the pieces l'l. While thus 
in?ated and while the pieces H are in stretched 
condition, the ball is given a heat-cure, which 
?xes it in shape and size. - 
The ball is now de?ated su?iciently for removal 

from the mold and again in?ated to a relatively 
high pressure. ‘When thus in?ated it presents at 
all points a_hard unyielding surface, which can 
only be dented by the application of a very heavy 
inward thrusting stress. The ball is now placed 
in a winding machine and thread or cord, -or 
other stranded v‘material I8 is spirally wound up 
on it, beginning at a point 
the ball and terminating at-a point 20 near the 
other end or pole ll of the ball. This cord is 
preferably rubberized. ~ 
End caps 2i and- 22, consisting vof small con 

cave-convex pieces of rubber or rubberized fab 

|9 near the pole IQ of " 
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.properly cured. It is to 
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the cover ?owed into the space between the ball 
and the mold, and vulcanizingly united to the 
ball in the usual manner. ' 
The mold for this last vulcanization may be 

formed with impressions to cast in the surface 
_of the rubbercover of the ball any desired mark 
ings such as simulations 24 of the lacing of a 
leather ball, these markings facilitating the han 
dling of the ball by the players as well as im 
proving the appearance of the ball. 

Or, a leather cover may be given the ball by 
adhesively' applying to the cord-wound carcass 
a plurality of leather panels, and thereafter pref 
’erably giving the leather covered ball a pressure 
treatment in a mold preferably at a low tem- ' 
perature. 
The process is subject to a number of varia 

tions without departing from the spirit of the 
invention. While, as described above, the ball 
is given a vulcanizing cure after each applica 
tion of material thereto, one or more of these 
vulcanizing steps may be omitted from the proc 
ess, provided that when the ball is completed 
the rubber material of all of its parts has been 

> be preferred, however, 

that the bladder be at least partially cured be 
fore the application of the pieces of fabric, and 
it is also preferable that the fabric covered ball 
be enlarged somewhat by internal air pressure 
and that the rubber material of the fabric be 
cured while the fibers thereof are in their 
stretched condition. The word “rubber” as here 
in used is meant to include not only natural 

. rubber but synthetic materials having the re 
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ric, are adhesively applied to the ball at its re- - 
ll. These polar caps have 
thickness as the diameter 

of the stranded material I! if the latter is wound 
upon the ball in a single ply, or as the total thick 
ness of the layer of cord windings, if there is 
more than one ply ‘of windings. _ 
The cord wound ball may now be given a heat 

cure in a mold and afterward provided with a 
wean-resisting cover, or it may be provided with 
the cover without an intermediate molding cure. 
The wear-resisting ‘cover may be a one-piece 
rubber envelope 23 formed by vulcanizing in 
place upon the ball a plurality of pieces of rub 
berg or the ball may be mounted within a mold 
and in spaced relationship with the internal sur 
face of the mold and a 

spective ends I! and 
substantially the same 
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liquid rubber material for 75 

silient character of rubber such as materials 
classed as "synthetic rubber.” 
We claim as our invention: - \ 
l. A method of making an athletic ball, com 

valved air-retaining bladder 
of rubber-like material; in?ating said bladder 

, to a relatively low pressure .and to a size slightly 
smaller than that of the completed ball; bonding 
to said in?ated~ bladder an envelope of fabric 
woven material highly resistant to tensile 
stresses; in?ating said enveloped bladder with 
out substantial enlargement to a substantially 
higher pressure sumcientr to substantially resist 
the inwardly directed stresses applied thereto 

' during the operation of winding at a substantial 
tension a reinforcing layer of stranded material 
thereon; winding stranded material at a sub-v 
stantial tension on and bonding it to said in 
?ated bladder to form a reinforcing layer; and 
applying and bonding a wear-resisting cover to 

said ball. ' 
2. A method of making an athletic ball, com 

prising: making a valved air-retaining bladder 
of rubber-like material; in?ating said bladder to 
a relatively low pressure and to a size slightly 
smaller than that of the completed bail; bond 
ing to said in?ated bladder an envelope of fab 
ric woven material highly resistant to tensile 
stresses; in?ating said enveloped bladder with 
out substantial enlargement to a substantially 
higher pressure su?icient'to substantially resist 
the inwardly directed stresses applied thereto 
during the operation of winding at a substantial 
tension a. reinforcing layer of stranded material 
thereon; spirally winding stranded material at a 
substantial tension on and bonding it to said in 
?ated enveloped bladder between opposite poles 
to form 'a reinforcing layer; and applying and 
bonding a wear-resisting cover to said ball. 

3. A method of making an ellipsoidal football, 
comprising: making a relatively thin walled in 
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?atable bladder of cured rubber material having 
an in?ation valve, and in the shape of the com 
pleted article; in?atingv said bladder to a rela 
tively low pressure and to a size slightly smaller 
than that of the completed ball; applying there 
to with a vulcanizable rubber adhesive an en 
velope of longitudinally tapering, marginally se 

’ cured pieces of fabric material highly resistant 
to tensile stresses; in?ating said fabric covered 
bladder without substantial enlargement to a 

' substantially higher pressure su?icient to render 
inwardly it locally substantially unyieldable 

when subjected to the stresses arising from 
winding thereon stranded material at a substan 
tial feed tension adequate for properly forming 
a reinforcing envelope of stranded material; 

10 

subiected to the stresses arising from winding 
‘thereon stranded material at a substantial feed 
tension adequate for properly formingv a rein 
forcing envelope of stranded-material; spirally _ 
winding on the in?ated fabric covered ball rub 

. berized stranded material at substantial tension 
‘and about the long axis ‘of the ball; applying a 
wear-resisting, rubber cover to the ball; and give 
ing the ball a vulcanizing cure in a mold. 

6. A method of making an ellipsoidal football, 
comprising: making a relatively thin walled m- _ 
?atable bladder of rubber material having an 
in?ation valve, and in the shape of the com 

. pleted article; in?ating said bladder to a rela 

spirally winding stranded material on the in- _ 
. ?ated fabric covered bladder at a substantial 
tension and about the long axis of-the bladder; 
applying a wear-resisting covering envelope to 
the ball; and giving the ball a vulcanizing cure 
in a mold. » 

4. A method of making an ellipsoidal football, 
comprising: makingv a relatively thin walled in- . 
?atable bladder of cured rubber material having 
an in?ation valve, and in the shape of the com 
pleted article; in?ating said bladder to a rela 
tively low pressure and to a size slightly smaller 
than that of the completed ball; applying there 
'to with a vulcanizable rubber adhesive an en 

' velope of marginally secured, lune-shaped pieces 
of rubberized fabric material highly resistant to 
tensile stresses; in?ating said fabric covered 
bladder without substantial enlargement to a 
substantially higher pressure sufficient to render 
it locally substantially unyieldable inwardly 
,when subjected to the stresses arising from wind 

_ ing thereon stranded material at a. substantial 
feed tension adequate for properly forming a 
reinforcing ‘envelope? of stranded _' material; 
spirally winding on the in?ated fabric covered 
bladder rubberized stranded material at a sub 
stantial tension and about the long axis of the 
bladder; curing the ball in a mold; and apply-y 
ing a wear-resisting cover to the ball. - ' 

5. A method of making an ellipsoidal foot 
ball, comprising: making a relatively thin walled 
in?atable ball of cured rubber material having 
an in?ation valve, and in the shape of the com-_ 
pleted article; in?ating said ball to a relatively 
low pressure and to a size slightly smaller than 
that of the completed ball; applying thereto' 
with a vulcanizable rubber adhesive an envelope 
of marginally secured, lune-shaped pieces of - 

v'55 rubberized fabric material highly resistant to 
tensile stresses; in?ating said fabriccovered ball 
without substantial enlargement to a substan-, 
tially higher ‘pressure su?lcient to render it 10 
cally substantially unyieldable inwardly when 
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tively low pressure and to a size slightly smaller 
than that of the completed ball; applying there 
to, with a vulcanizable rubber adhesive, an en 
velope of marginally secured pieces of rubberized 
fabric material - highly resistant to tensile 
stresses; vulcanizing said envelope and bladder; I 
in?ating said fabric covered. bladder without 
substantial enlargement to a substantially higher ' 
pressure su?icient to render it locally substan 
tially, unyieldable inwardly when subjected to 

, the stresses arising from winding thereon strand- ‘ 
ed material at a substantial feed tension ade 
quate ‘for properly forming a reinforcing en 
velope of stranded material; spirally winding on 
the in?ated fabric covered bladder rubberized 
stranded material at a substantial tension and - 
about the long axis of the bladder; curing the 
ball in a mold; and applying a wear-resisting 
cover to the ball. 

7. ‘A method of making an ellipsoidal football, 
comprising: making a relatively thin walled in 
?atable bladder of rubber material having an 
in?ation valve, and, in the shape of the com- 
pleted article; in?ating said bladder to a rela 
tively low pressure and to a size slightly smaller 
than that of the completed ball; applying there 
to by means ofvulcanizable rubber ‘adhesive and 
withmarginally lapped joints, pieces of fabric 
material highly resistant to tensile stresses to 
form an envelope; in?ating said fabric covered ,\ 
bladder without substantial enlargement to a 
substantially higher pressuressu?icient to render 
it locally substantially unyieldable inwardly 
when subjected to the stresses arising from wind 
ing thereon stranded material at a substantial 
feed tension adequate for properly forming a‘ 
reinforcing envelope of stranded material; 
spirally'windlng stranded material on the in 
‘?ated fabric covered bladder at a substantial 
tension and-about the long axis of the bladder; 
‘applying a wear-resisting covering envelope to~ 
the ball; and giving the ball a vulcanizing cure 
in a mold. ' 

WILLIAM J. VOIT. 
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